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The 3 Levels of Service

Level 1

Scheduled Service
This offers the most effective solution 
for standard service requirements. It is 
how HCL operate on a daily basis for all 
commercial & domestic customers.

Level 2

Reactive Call Out Service
For the rapid mobilisation of our team, 
facilities & equipment. Hydro Cleansing Ltd 
is ideally located to handle all situations 
that may arise.

Level 3 Specialist Services
HCL will arrange for a specialist vehicle to 
visit your location on demand. If you have 
a site specific requirement, give us a call & 
HCL will arrange for an experienced waste 
management consultant to visit you at your 
convenience.

Any Service can be tailored to fit your needs!
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Hydro-Cleansing Ltd is one of the UK’s leading environmental solution 
providers servicing London & the South East. As a company, HCL believes 
strongly in the importance of caring for the environment & ensuring all 
business within our work stream is totally sustainable. HCL conducts its 
own activities & operation to reflect the best environmental practices 
& implement the 14001 Environmental Management System to pursue 
sustainability, continual improvement & the overall prevention of 
pollution.

The management team at Hydro-Cleansing Ltd have vast experience 
within the drainage & wet waste industry. As an organisation, HCL is 
consistently training & developing the skills & knowledge of all our staff 
members. To ensure that the client receives the best possible service, our 
organisation operates a Quality Management System to the requirements 
of ISO 9001.

Hydro-Cleansing Ltd strives to go above & beyond in all standards, which 
is why HCL have obtained a certificate in BS OHSAS 18001 Health & Safety 
Management System. HCL want all our staff to be trained in recognising & 
controlling occupational Health & Safety risks.
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Hydro Cleansing Limited (HCL) is a pioneering enviromental and 
drainage solutions provider to both commercial and domestic 
customers. Established in 2000, we are leaders within our fieldand 
have been operating not only in London and the South East but 
scross the UK. We have an extraordinary fleet of commercial 
vehicles to bring you an extensive range of services, which we have 
heavily invested in providing the world’s most advanced fleet.



Jetting Vans
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Jetting up to 
4000psi, 178 LpM

Jetting Vans have 
100m of hose.

Remote operation 
up to 180 metres

This method of using pressurised water offers 
a number of advantages; it is fast, effective & 
environmentally friendly.
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•Fat & Grease Traps
- Cleans traps of 200ltr or 
smaller
- 2 man job with Aqua Vac
- Sanitiser & Degreaser leaves 
the area clean & removes 
odours

•Line De-Scaling
- Scale is particle build up in 
pipes & drains
- HCL offers planned 
Preventative Maintenance
•Stack Pipe Cleaning
- Pipes which connect to 
internal drainage systems
 -Toilets
 -Sinks
- Can affect multiple floors

•Blockages
- Kitchen Blockages
- Bathroom Blockages
- HCL works with Domestic 
& Commercial drains, 
undertaking all blockage 
clearance works



Mega-Heat
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Temperature range 
of 0-105C

Adjustable 
pressure feature

100m of jetting 
hose

An environmentally friendly cleaning process, 
Mega-Heat uses no chemical products.
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•Graffiti Removal
- Removes paint from:
 -Brick
 -Concrete
 -Pavement
 -Stucco
 -Steel
 -Tin

•Spillages
- Oily spillages on driveways
- Chemical spills
•Chewing gum removal

•Stone & Buildings
- Removes:
 -Chewing gum
 -Graffiti
 -Dirt
 -Moss
 -Algae
- Jobs over 2m high require 
additional access equipment



Mega-Cam
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100mm-1500mm 
diameter pipe size 

capability

HD Pan & Tilt 
technology

Operates up to a
distances of 500m

Our CCTV Units, with HD colour cameras, make 
it easy to identify objects in tight or dangerous 
areas where access is limited or high risk.
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•Conditional & Connectivity
CCTV Survey
- Inspect internal conditions of 
drains or sewage systems:
 -Pipe Collapse
 -Root Damage
 -Blockages

• Predemolition CCTV Survey
- Establish drain runs
- Locate manholes
- Secure location before 
demolition
•Home Buyer/Seller CCTV
- Give peace of mind to 
prospective property buyers

•Pre-adoption CCTV Survey
- Ideal for:
 -Builders
 -Architects
 -Developers
 -Local Authorities
- Security & confirmation of 
pipeline conditions



Combination Tankers
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13500ltr
waste tank

50m of suction 
hose as standard

Waste vacuum 
pump of 1400cfm

Combination Tankers operate at a higher 
pressure & increased volume of capacity 
compared to our Jetting Van Units.
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•Pump Station Cleaning
- Fully trained & qualified to: 
 -Maintain
 -Repair 
 -Service
 -Prevent failure
- Waste is generally sewage 
& fat/grease

•Interceptor Cleaning
- Prevents oil overflow & 
spillages in areas like:
 -Car Parks
 -Airports
 -Garages
 -Petrol Stations

•Gully Cleaning
- Common Blockages
 -Soil
 -Leaves
 -Rubbish
•Grease Trap Cleaning
- Clean traps 200ltr or larger
- Sanitiser & Degreaser 
leaves the area clean & 
removes odours



Bulk Tankers
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27000ltr tank/
storage unit

1000 cfm 
vacuum power

50m of suction 
hose as standard

Specialised in removing flood waters, silt, liquid 
waste & debris from deep soakaways, culverts, 
wet wells, digesters, cesspits, septic tanks & 
Klargesters.
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•Septic Tanks
- Collects organic matter 
to undergo anaerobic 
decomposition
•Cesspits
- Collects solid & liquid waste
- Requires regular emptying
•Klargesters
- Uses bacteria to assist in 
decomposition

•Soakaway Testing & 
Installation
- Pre-location tests to decide 
type of Soakaway needed, 
space requirements, site 
layouts, water table 
& subsoil type
•Leachate Collection
- Liquid run off from landfill 
can have devastating effects 
on our environment

•Flood Response
- Emergency response work to 
alleviate flooded areas
•Slurry Removal
- Fluid used in the drilling of 
boreholes
- Disposed of at the Hydro 
Cleansing Waste Treatment 
Facility



Terminator
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14000ltr
waste tank 12000 cfm 

suction power

2500 PSI jetting 
pressure

•Newest addition to the Hydro Cleansing fleet
- Largest Scania chassis ever built
- 32 tonne Kasier Whale Tanker
- Full recycling & jetting capability
•Can remove 100 tonnes of solid material in 4 hours
- Even solid materials from a depth of 100m

Ultra high pressure 
water jetting
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Megatron
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2500 PSI jetting 
pressure 14000ltr tank 

capacity

6000 cfm
suction Power

•Dramatically maximising our efficiency & productivity
•Never needs to leave the site for water
- Can recycle the water vacuumed into its system, to be 
reused for jetting
•It can collect, cleanse & distil mainline sewers, sludge 
tanks, fat traps & tunnels 



Mega-Reel
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1000m of 1, 1/4” 
high pressure 
jetting hose

126 vortex jetting 
nozzle

4-Wheel Drive
to cross all

terrain

With Mega-Reel, any culvert, sewer, pipeline, 
drain or tunnel can be jetted, cleared & cleaned 
up to a distance of 1000 metres without the 
assistance of other vehicles
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•With its 4WD capability, 
it can cross all terrains to 
reach jobs that no Jetting 
Unit alone can reach

•Can be remote controlled, 
making any terrain possible
•Uses hydraulic stabilisers 
& camera vision for extreme 
safety 

•Extends jetting ability to 
1000m
- Assists in cleaning:
 -Culverts
 -Sewers
 -Pipelines
 -Drains
 -Tunnels



Road Sweeper
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Capacity to hold 
8 tonne of waste

Wider angle 
brushes for any 

road surface

Complete 360 
degrees Safety 

Cameras

With a 1500 litre stainless steel water tank, 
coupled with a 6.4 cubic metre steel hopper, our 
Road Sweepers are able to collect high volumes 
of waste.
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•Fully Equipped with:
 -Jetting capability
 -Reversing cameras
 -Sound alarms
 -Sensors
 -360 degrees safety 
   camera

•Suited for Works at:
- Car parks
- Roads
- Entertainment Venues
- Industrial & Construction 
Sites
- Stadiums
- Sports Grounds

•Collecting & Compacting 
Dry & Wet Waste:
 -Dust
 -Dirt
 -Litter
 -Foliage
 -Mud
 -Oils
 -Water
 -Fuels
 -De-icing chemicals



Megafloat

Operates to 
distances of 500m

HD Pan & Tilt 
technology

Mega-Float provides high definition recording & 
can survey & inspect tunnels, culverts & drains 
whilst flooded.
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•10x Optical Lens
- Captures higher depth 
recordings & images
•Dual Lasers
- A spark free performance 
enables entrance to 
potentially combustible 
environments

•Sapphire Glass Protected 
Lens
- Most commonly known as 
the display on the IPhone 6
- Can survey any flooded area
•Shawdowless LED Lighting
- Ensures that images & 
recordings are not hindered by 
shadows

•HD Self-Levelling Camera 
& Recorder
- For steady & controlled 
camera & recording
•Kevlar Reinforced Cable
- Can support the full weight 
of the crawler units enabling 
the ability to carry out a 
vertical well surveys



Confined Space
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Restricted Access 
for entry/exit

Areas with 
uncontrollable 
atmospheres

Possessing & utilising our extensive experience 
in all aspects of confined space cleaning & 
entry/rescue work, all HCL engineers are trained 
to a CP2 Rescue Level & can deliver bespoke 
services to our clients.
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•Some Of Equipment 
Required:
- Breathing apparatus
- Rescue breathing apparatus
- Harnesses
- Winches/fall arrest/DAVIT 
System

•Some Of Equipment 
Required:
- Rescue resuscitators
- Gas monitors
- Dry suits
- EX rated communication
- Atex lighting solutions

•Confined Spaces include:
- Culverts
- Drains
- Sewers
- Storage tanks
- Silos



Drain Lining
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Complete drains 
lined from 3m - 

200m

Install, patch & 
repair displaced 

joints

Small patch 
repairs 100mm to 
1000mm in length

Drain Lining offers a No Dig Repair option for 
damaged & fractured pipes, full structural liners 
between 75mm all the way up to 1500mm.
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•Services Include:
- CCTV drain inspection &
survey
- Off road inspection &
cleaning units
- Dedicated team of experts
& equipment

•Cracked & Broken Pipes
can cause:
- High water bills
- Structural damage
- Flooding
- Environmental issues
- Pest infestation
- Ground subsidence

•The “No Dig” Option or CIPP
- Cost effective
- Most comprehensive
- Immediate repair &
restoration



Accreditations,
Compliances,
& Insurance
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Hydro Cleansing believes in taking the utmost care for its 
clients & employees. HCL have a number of insurances to 
protect you & our engineers.
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What can HCL do for You?

Do you have a Bespoke Project? HCL can help!
Our motto is YES YES YES.

Drain Services Environmental Services

Sewer Services

Waste Management

CCTV

Emergency Services

- Blocked Drains
- High Pressure Jetting
- Fatberg Removal
- Fat/Grease Trap 
Emptying

- Road Sweeper
- Leachate Collection
- Graffiti Removal
- Road Sign Cleaning
- Environment Cleaning
-Steam Cleaning

- Sewer Maintenance
- Soakaway Cleaning
- Gully Cleaning
- Septic Tank Maintenance
- Cesspit Maintenance
- Interceptor Cleaning
- Culvert Cleaning
-Pump Station Cleaning

- CCTV Drainage Survey
- Drain Lining
- Topographical Survey

- Flood Response
- Confined Space
- Tanker Hire
- Vacuum Tanker Hire

- Drilling Slurry Cleaning
- Liquid Waste Removal
- Oil Tank Removal
- Hazardous Waste 
    Removal
- Industrial Cleaning
- Vacuum Excavation
- West Waste Processing
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HCL House
Beddington Farm Road

Croydon, Surrey
CR0 4XB

Email us: enquiries@hydro-cleansing.com
Talk to us: 0208 689 3339

Follow Us on Social Media

hydrocleansingltd

HydroCleansing

hydro-cleansing

HydroCleansing




